Abstract-Free Open Source Software: FOSS based elearning system is proposed together with blended learning and mobile learning. Mashup search engine for e-learning contents search and content adaptation from e-learning to mobile learning content are also implemented. Through implementation of the proposed system, it is found that the system does work well for improvement of learning efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Free Open Source Software: FOSS is getting popular now a day very much and is widely available for e-learning, blended learning and mobile-learning [1] - [12] . All the required components for creation of e-learning system can be created with FOSS software.
Comprehensive economy framework among ASEANJapan agreed in April 2003 emphasizes ICT related Human Resource. Concentrating realistic manner for creation of elearning, m-learning contents, the tools, Moodle, apache, php, SQL, video streaming, Perl, blended learning, chat-bot, camera monitor, etc. are provided. Methods for contents creation for math., object oriented language, etc. subjects: Concentrate how to teach and learn, how to improve students' capability = FD. Content adaptation from e-learning to mlearning is also available together with Mashup contents search, AdHoc mesh network.
Japanese contribution on ICT technology to Asian countries, in terms of ICT infrastructure, ICT technology for higher education, Preparation of e-learning, m-learning content creations, Sharing contents are enhanced. Meanwhile, Web2.0 is getting popular and is widely used. In particular, Extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI), Social Networking Sites, Aggregators, Mashups are getting popular.
On the other hand, M-learning is widely used now a day. Because it is highly portable, available wherever the user needs to learn, individual, adapting to the learner's abilities, unobtrusive, the learner can capture situations and retrieve knowledge without the technology obtruding on the situation; available anywhere, to enable communication with teachers, experts and peers. Also it is adaptable, to the context of learning and the learner's evolving skills and knowledge; persistent, to manage learning throughout a lifetime, useful, suited to everyday needs for communication, reference, work and learning, easy to use, by people with no previous experience of the technology.
The system proposed here is FOSS based e-learning and mobile learning systems together with blended learning. It can be created with free open source software with PC which is getting much cheaper than before. Therefore, it requires a small amount of money while performance and capability is almost compatible to the conventional expensive system.
The following section describes the proposed system followed by some experiments on blended learning which shows an effectiveness of blended learning. Then conclusion is described together with some discussions,
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Free Open Sorce Software: FOSS
A variety of software is available as FOSS. The followings are just examples for FOSS. All the required modules for elearning, blended learning and mobile learning systems can be created with FOSS Chatting function can be created by using Open Simulator attractively. One of the examples of chatting capability included e-learning system is proposed already. Open Simulator can be downloaded from the following site, http://opensimulator.org/wiki/Main_Page By using the aforementioned FOSS software, all the components required for construction of e-learning system, blended learning, and mobile learning system can be created.
B. Conventional e-learning system
Conventional e-learning system is matched with SCORM1.2, SCORM2004 standard 
C. Blended Learning System
Blended Learning is the way to teach and to learn through combination or 'blending' of multiple methods and learning styles together. Typical Blended Learning is based on the combination of online and face-to-face basis approaches for teach and learn. It is possible to provide flexible and alternative learning opportunities for students even if students are out the classroom and if after class. www.ijarai.thesai.org
To encourage learning, blended learning system can be used by students when students are out the classroom and when after school. In our face-to-face lecture, any e-learning system is used. Another example is a course which carries out alternately the face-to-face lecture and e-learning, m-learning. Figure 1 shows a typical blended learning scheme. In a prior to start the class in concern, students can download the learning materials through e-learning system. After that, students have the class through face to face lectures with support from e-learning systems. Question and Answering system, chatting system, bulletin board system, and mobile learning system is used for students. After the class ends, students may learn about class subjects through e-learning and mobile learning systems. Scenario Simulation provides branching functionality as shown in Figure 3 . Fig. 3 . branching function for scenario simulations Scenario number can be rearranged by clinking the scenario block and drag and drop operation for replacing the scenario numbers easily.
F. Image manipulation
For creation of e-learning contents, image processing, capturing, processing, and output imagery data is needed. Green shot is an example of image manipulation software with the following functions. Irfan is the image manipulation software with the following functions, You may convert from many kinds of still and moving picture formats to many kinds of formats Figure 4 shows the available file formats which are supported by the Infan FOSS while Figure 4 shows the available image processing functions which are supported by Irfan FOSS software.
On the other hand, Irfan has many image processing capabilities as shown in Figure 5 . 
G. Video capture and editing
Capture XP is the video capture and edits software with the following functions, Capture region has to be designated before the capturing moving picture obviously with the function provided by Camstudio which is shown in Figure 6 . 
H. XML based contents
SCORM meta-tag and XML based database management is key.
http://wareseeker.com/free-scorm-metadata-generator/  These tags are very important if you want your web pages to be crawled by search engines and play an important role in determining your web site ranking.
 Metadata Generator is the quickest and simplest way to create META tags for your web pages.
 This program guarantees to be the best one out there in its category -with inclusion of all the essential tags for your pages. And the best part is no knowledge of META tags is necessary to use Metadata Generator.
 Just key in the required information and voila, your metadata has been generated.
I. Mush-up web services
A web mashup is a new type of web application that uses data and services from one or more external sources (usually from the Internet) to build entirely new and different web applications Mashup web services are not a web portal. Combining Web service technologies with fresh content, collaborative approaches (such as Web 2.0 technologies), and possibly Web data management and semantic technologies (RSS, RDF). Mashup architecture is shown in Figure 7 .
There are some mushup editors as shown below, Mashup API allows the functions as shown in Figure 8 . Example of XML tagging is shown in Figure 11 . 
III. EXPERIMENTS
Implementation of the proposed e-learning, mobile learning system is successfully done. All the functions of the proposed system are confirmed perfectly. Also, it is confirmed the proposed content adaption for displaying e-learning contents on a relatively small size of display of the mobile devices. Mashup e-learning content search engine is validated with a limited web domain with tagging capability. Figure 12 shows histogram of students' score of achievement tests when before and after the blended learning is conducted. It shows more than 10 points of improvement can be done with the blended learning. www.ijarai.thesai.org 
IV. CONCLUSION
At the beginning of the course, readiness of the students has to be confirmed. Blended learning is very useful for that and for improvement their readiness. Through face-to-face lectures with interactive learning, they need to review the contents and exercise is required simultaneously with lecture. Blended learning is applicable for that. After the class, they can re-review the contents through e-learning and m-learning. Table 1 also shows summarized recommendations for creation of e-learning and m-learning contents using FOSS software.. 
